100	CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA
put on riding boots :  the bite of the Gordit develops into
sores and a general fever.
It was where I sat, under the thorns on a ridge of the
dry Tug, just above the wells, that the Ethiopians were to
rout a mechanised Italian column in November, and post-
pone Graziani's Ogaden offensive until April. A young
Somali came down to the wells, strolling in his long dust-
coloured shirt and broad sandals, his head shining with
butter. White calves of the herd followed him ; but when
he saw us with our rifles he turned hurriedly away.
Except for him and his calves, nothing lived at Anale
but the Gordit. I noticed that here, where the bush was
sparser, the surface soil was friable as sand on the sea coast,
The soldiers offered me their food : gritty stuff with a
sting in it.
We drove off at noon into thicker sand, the low hills of
the Ogaden running level on either side, for we were in
the depression of the Tug Fafan. Six kilometres onward
was the water of Borkut, as the Italians called it in this
war, though my soldiers called it Kurkut. The soil hardened
again to a dry grass flat on which our two-ton lorries did
fifty-five kilometres to the hour; but our average was always
twenty.
Gabridihari was our objective that day—a hundred and
seventeen more kilometres down south. We had passed
three groups of waterholes since Daggahbur—shaded
Sasabaneh, Anale and Borkut in the valley heat, victims
of the sand and the sun. From now on there was no water
at all.
Later in the war, after the battle of Anale, the Ethiopians
under the Turk Tarik Bey, fortified these three posts, and
Malion took over the command of the front at Borkut.
But there was no one here at the end of August : no trenches
were dug until the war was two months old.
And as we left the water, driving became easier on the
flat. A wide plain opened out. The Ethiopians behind
became irrepressible, and in the wildest excitement they
scanned the country for game. A Thomson's gazelle there:
piercing whispers, stop the lorry, a herd of oryx. We were
crawling off through the thin bush to shoot when round the
corner came the Dedjasmatch Nasibu, Governor of Harrar,
in Ms private touring car and with his suite of ten lorries.

